
JPS08RD
Jump Pogo Stick

Advanced Pogo Stick
Jump Counter Pedometer

Non-Slip DeckAdvanced Non-Slip Handle

Large and Clear Display Screen,
Humanized Button Design.

ON/OFF, Counter Reset,
Select Music  Button

Fashion protective cover
to improvethe safety

performance of the pogo stick

High Elastic and
Wear-Resistant Pad

Core Part:
High Quality Stainless

Steel and Carbon.
Anti-fatigue Metal Spring

Instruction 
1. Before using, please do a comprehensive inspection of the Jump Pogo Stick. Make sure the screws are tight  
    and no dirt or gravel on the spring.  Be aware of your the anti skid pedal wearing and replace them 
2. Grip the non-slip handle with both hands, step on the Jump Pogo Stick and then quickly lift up.

Tips :
1. Beginners are recommended to wear protective gears (armguard, genouillere, elbow pads, helmet). 
     To reduce the risk and incidence of falls,adult supervision is advised
2. Pogo stick jumping is an extreme sport, wear comfortable pants and clothes.
3. Do not play after drinking and avoid playing in a dark place. People who have high blood pressure or heart  
    problems should not play this sport.
4. This new easy to learn and exciting product is for people 6 years old and above. Exercise the abdomen,   
    buttocks, legs and other body parts while having fun. Best exercises to keep you �t, increase height and   
    promotes bone growth.
5. This product should not be exposed to sun and rain to prevent the plastic from aging
6. Do not play close to vehicles, road, street and alleys, pool, valley, stairs, ramps, and lane.

CAUTION:
1. Change the batteries once they are exhausted.
2. Avoid over charging, lack of charge or over
    discharge to avoid damaging the battery.
3. Avoid mixing new and old batteries together. 
4. Remove the batteries if you are not going to use
    the product for a long time.
5. The storage battery should be kept with full
    power and recharge it every month to avoid
    circuit board being acidi�ed.

6. DO NOT throw the battery into a �re or expose to heat
7. The storage battery should be replaced if the battery  
    cover is broken or leaking.
8. If any leaked �uid gets on your skin or clothes, wash it  
    o� immediately


